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Abstract
The determination of structural loads plays an important role in the certification process of new aircraft. Strain gauges are usu-
ally used to measure and monitor the structural loads encountered during the flight test program. However, a time-consuming 
wiring and calibration process is required to determine the forces and moments from the measured strains. Sensors based 
on MEMS provide an alternative way to determine loads from the measured aerodynamic pressure distribution around the 
structural component. Flight tests were performed with a research glider aircraft to investigate the flight loads determined with 
the strain based and the pressure based measurement technology. A wing glove equipped with 64 MEMS pressure sensors 
was developed for measuring the pressure distribution around a selected wing section. The wing shear force determined with 
both load determination methods were compared to each other. Several flight maneuvers with varying loads were performed 
during the flight test program. This paper concentrates on the evaluation of dynamic flight maneuvers including Stalls and 
Pull-Up Push-Over maneuvers. The effects of changes in the aerodynamic flow characteristics during the maneuver could 
be detected directly with the pressure sensors based on MEMS. Time histories of the measured pressure distributions and 
the wing shear forces are presented and discussed.
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List of symbols

Symbols
�opt  Optimized angle of attack for XFOIL calcula-

tion, rad
az  Translational acceleration along the z-body axis, 

m/s2

A  Wing area,  m2

cp  Pressure coefficient
Cz  Airfoil chord length aerodynamic shear force 

coefficient
Fz  Shear force, N
g  Normal gravitational acceleration = 9.80665 m/

s2

lx  Airfoil chord length, m
m  Mass, kg

N  Load factor
p  Air pressure, Pa
p0  Free flow pressure, Pa
pd  Dynamic pressure, Pa
ps  Static pressure, Pa
R  Correlation coefficient
�  Air density, kg/m3

SE  Standard error
�s  Standard deviation
V0  Free flow airspeed, m/s
VIAS  Indicated airspeed, m/s
Φ , Θ  Roll angle, pitch angle, rad

Subscripts
avg  Averaged value
CG  Center of gravity
LH, RH  Left hand, right hand
lo  Lower airfoil surface
m  Measured value
MEMS  MEMS sensor
NB  Nose boom
local  Local measurement
cor  Corrected measurement
ref  Reference value
SG  Strain gauge
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total  Total value
up  Upper airfoil surface
W1  Wing load station No. 1
xc  Position along the normalized airfoil chord 

length
x, y, z  Axes in the geometric reference coordinate 

system

1 Introduction

Aircraft components like wing, tail, fuselage and stabilizer 
are designed to withstand the forces and moments occur-
ring during flight maneuvers in the designed flight envelope. 
Simulations with structural models are used to calculate the 
loads acting on each component. Validation of these struc-
tural models with flight test data is required to successfully 
satisfy the certification criteria. For this reason, a flight test 
program is performed with various maneuvers, resulting in 
loads on the aircraft structure which should be in the admis-
sible operating enveloped. It must be demonstrated to the 
authorities that the design calculations are reliable and that 
the specified limits for the occurring forces and moments are 
not exceeded. The load model developed during the aircraft 
certification is also important for later operational life. This 
concerns e.g. the evaluation of structural modifications as 
well as models for developing individual maintenance plans 
based on the actual usage of the airframe.

1.1  Measurement of flight loads

Accurate and reliable measurements of the forces and 
moments acting on the structure are essential for the devel-
opment of an aircraft load model. Electrical strain gauges 
(SG) have been used for the measurement of aircraft struc-
tural loads since more than 70 years [7, 14]. They are avail-
able in various configurations with an optimal design for a 
specific load case, like e.g. shear force, bending and torsion 
moment. Strain caused by temperature changes is usually 
compensated by connecting four individual gauges to a 
full-bridge configuration. An extensive calibration process 
is necessary, in order to determine the shear force, torsion or 
bending moment from the measured local strains. Typically, 
the aircraft structure is divided into several load sections 
being instrumented with different SG configurations. For 
the calibration of the SG system different known loads are 
applied to the aircraft structure with e.g. weights or hydrau-
lic plungers. Using regression techniques, load equations are 
determined from the relation between the known loads and 
the measured strains. With these load equations the shear 
force, torsion and bending moment can be calculated from 
the strain measured by the SGs for each load section [3, 6].

Although the SG measurement technique is a well proven 
reliable method for the determination of loads, it has a num-
ber of disadvantages:

• Electrical wiring has to be installed inside the aircraft 
structure.

• They have to be attached to the aircraft structure in places 
which are difficult to access.

• Soldering is needed to join the SG to a circuit and con-
nect them to a power source, a process which is time 
consuming and prone to errors.

In recent years optical fibers with bragg gratings (FBG) were 
investigated as a replacement for elaborated SG arrange-
ments [8, 9]. A single optical fiber may contain hundreds of 
FBGs being used as strain sensors. This significantly reduces 
the installation effort and the need for electrical connections. 
However, like in the case of the conventional SG system, an 
extensive calibration process is needed in order to determine 
the loads from the measured strain. Such a calibration pro-
cess may take several weeks, where the aircraft is jacked up 
in a hangar and may not be used for other testing purposes.

Another way to determine the aerodynamic loads acting 
on the structure is the measurement of the surface pressure 
on the aircraft component. Integration of the pressure dis-
tribution over the component surface allows to derive the 
occurring aerodynamic forces and moments. The measure-
ment of pressure distributions i.e. flow conditions is first of 
all of interest for the aerodynamic performance. Therefore 
measurement techniques originally have been developed for 
the determination of flow conditions around wind tunnel 
models. Usually the surface pressure is measured by a pres-
sure transducer connected to a small hole in the component 
surface by a flexible tube. To acquire the pressure distribu-
tion e.g. around a wing, several holes and tubes along the 
wing chord are necessary. For wind tunnel models, space for 
the tubing can be designed into the structure and the pressure 
transducers can be placed outside of the model. In case of 
in-flight measurements on real aircraft many problems may 
occur with the installation of flexible tubing and pressure 
transducers:

• Sometimes drilling holes into the original wing structure 
is not desired or possible. To still establish a smooth sur-
face, the pressure tubes have to be covered under a sealed 
structure along the wing chord, forming a so called pres-
sure belt with measurement holes in the surface.

• The pressure transducers have to be stored in a separate 
space inside the aircraft structure.

• The long tubes between the surface hole and the pres-
sure transducer are causing a viscous lag, reducing the 
dynamic range of the measurement system.
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• To synchronize the individual pressure measurements, 
the exact length of the tubes has to determined after the 
installation, if non-static measurements are needed.

The characteristics of the pressure tubing system mentioned 
above, lead to a time-consuming effort for the installation 
and calibration of the measurement system. For an in-flight 
instrumentation setup, the test aircraft has to stay in the 
hangar for several weeks.

Pressure sensors based on Mirco-Electro-Mechanical-
Systems (MEMS) have features which may significantly 
reduce the time and cost for the installation:

• The sensors are only a few millimeters in size, minimiz-
ing the installation space and flow disturbances.

• The local absolute pressure is directly measured by the 
sensors without tubing and viscous lag.

• Large sensor arrays may be formed by integrating several 
individual sensors on flexible electrical circuits.

• In addition to pressure measurements, the sensor meas-
ures its inside temperature which is used for error com-
pensation. This is needed for repeatable and accurate 
sensor measurements, due to internal heating and its 
influence to the pressure measurement.

These characteristics of MEMS sensors make them superior 
to measurement techniques using SGs and pressure tubes in 
terms of installation effort.

To reduce the aircraft downtime during the certification 
test program, MEMS sensor technology became interesting 
for the flight test community. One of the first pressure belt 
systems built with MEMS was developed by Boeing and 
the sensor company Endevco in 2001 [15]. It consisted of 
several chip modules which were equipped with a MEMS 
pressure sensor and a controller unit for data acquisition. 
The system flew on the Boeing 757-300, 737-BBJ, 767-400 
and on an F-18E aircraft and were successfully applied on a 
load survey during the certification of the Boeing 787 [11, 
16]. Airbus developed their own pressure belt system, which 
was successfully used during the flight test of the A350 and 
the A330-NEO aircraft and lead to “less data analysis and 
fewer flights” [4].

1.2  Focus of study: dynamic maneuvers

Even though in recent years the MEMS sensor technology 
has been used in practice in the flight test community, a 
direct comparison between the strain-based and the pres-
sure-based method for the determination of flight loads can 
only be found rarely in the literature. The DLR Institute of 
Flight System was involved in several Airbus certification 
flight test programs with its expertise on flight test data 
analysis. During a joint project, the idea to investigate both 

measurement technologies for the in-flight determination of 
loads was born. For this investigation a flight test program 
was performed with the DLR research aircraft Discus-2c 
shown in Fig. 1.

The glider is equipped with a load measurement system 
based on SGs, which were installed during the construction. 
For the measurement of the pressure distribution around the 
aircraft wing, a wing glove was constructed and equipped 
with MEMS pressure sensors by the DLR Institute of Aero-
dynamic and Flow Technology. A total of 64 commercial 
of-the-shelf MEMS pressure sensors were integrated on flex-
ible circuit strips and placed inside the wing glove. Equipped 
with this instrumented wing glove, it was possible to meas-
ure the pressure distribution in-flight on one section of the 
wing. The flight test program included flight test maneuvers 
with static loads as well as maneuvers where the load was 
dynamically changing. A first evaluation of the static flight 
test maneuvers, trimmed horizontal flight and steady turns, 
showed that the shear forces measured by the SG and the 
pressured based measuring system were in good accordance 
[13]. A second phase of the evaluation of the experimental 
data dealt with the dynamic flight maneuvers e.g. stalls.

Dynamic loads are a complex process, since during the 
flight maneuver the aerodynamic forces and the flexible 
structure can interact with each other. Concerning a pres-
sure-based measuring system there are two areas of interest: 
The first one concerns the aerodynamic process, because 
e.g. the point of flow separation is of interest for the aerody-
namic performance. The second one concerns the forces and 
moments resulting from changes in the pressure distribution 
around the aircraft component.

Despite the disadvantages associated with the installation 
and calibration process, strain gauges have the advantage 
that they may acquire dynamic load in the range of several 
hundred kHz, depending upon the data acquisitions system. 
A pressure measurement system consisting of tubes and 
pressure transducer may also provide measurements with a 
rate of hundred kHz. However, because of the viscous lag 

Fig. 1  The DLR Discus-2c research glider
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the dynamic range depends on the actual length of the tubes. 
In reference [17] laboratory and flight tests were conducted, 
to evaluate the effects of pressure measurements with dif-
ferent tubing length and diameter and the influence of air 
density. For unsteady measurements significant errors in 
amplitude and phase had to be corrected because the tubing 
behaved like a second order dynamic system. Damping and 
natural frequency depend on the tubing length and diameter. 
The results of [17] show, that e.g. for a tubing length of 1 m 
significant error corrections are necessary for any measure-
ment rate greater than 10 Hz. The allowable sample rate is 
further reduced as the tubing length increases. Removing 
the tubing length or cavity leads to a significant increase 
in the natural frequencies, however frictional damping and 
time lag nearly disappear. The authors of [17] mention, if the 
natural frequencies of the system are too high, amplification 
from the boundary layer may cause big errors due to high 
amplification rates at higher frequencies. The cavities in this 
study had a volume of 30 mm3 for each sensor, resulting in 
natural frequencies above 1 kHz and no damping.

In the following section the experimental setup, the 
wing glove design and the performed test maneuvers are 
presented. Section 3 gives an overview of the data analy-
sis process and explains how the wing shear forces were 
derived form the SG and MEMS pressure sensor measure-
ments. The pressure distributions acquired during different 
dynamic maneuvers are presented and discussed in Sect. 4. 
This includes also a comparison of the shear forces meas-
ured by both load measurement methodologies. Final con-
clusions on the applicability of MEMS pressure sensors for 
the measurement of dynamic loads and an outlook on future 
research activities is given in Sect. 5.

2  Experimental setup

2.1  Test aircraft and instrumentation

Built-in carbon fiber composite, the Discus-2c is a modern 
glider aircraft built and modified for the DLR by the German 
manufacturer Schempp-Hirth. Table 1 presents the main 
technical details of the aircraft as well as its flight envelope 
limits.

A total of 46 four-active-arm SGs were installed inside 
the aircraft wing, rear fuselage and the horizontal tail. Cali-
bration of the SGs was performed by a conventional process, 
applying different specific loads on dedicated points [12]. 
Equations for dedicated load stations of the aircraft struc-
ture were determined and used to calculate the shear force, 
bending and torsion moment from the measured strains. The 
whole calibration process lasted nearly 3 weeks with the air-
craft jacked up in the hangar. Each side of the aircraft wing 
has three load stations, distributed along the total wing span. 

For the investigation of the load measurement techniques, 
however only the shear force measured at load station No. 
1 on the RH wing side was considered, depicted in Fig. 2.

This load station is close to wing root and near the posi-
tion of the wing glove, containing the MEMS pressure sen-
sors. The shear force calculated with the load equations from 
the measured strain was validated with check loads during 
the calibration. For the shear force measured at the RH wing 
station a maximum relative error of 3.6% was determined 
during this validation process [12].

To investigate the loads occurring during the dedi-
cated flight maneuvers, the Discus-2c research glider was 
equipped with additional instrumentation as presented in 
Fig. 2. Static and total pressure as well as the angle of attack 
(AoA) and the angle of sideslip (AoS) were measured with 
pressure transducers located in a 5-hole probe at the front of 
the aircraft. A probe situated at the RH side of the cockpit 
cover measured the total air temperature (TAT). The attitude 
angles, translational accelerations and gyroscopic rates were 
measured with an inertial measurement unit (IMU) located 
in the equipment bay. A GPS receiver with two antennas 
located at the aircraft nose and in the mid-fuselage allowed 
a precise determination of the aircraft heading and provided 
position updates for the stabilization of the IMU measure-
ments. The time signal from the GPS receiver was also used 
for the synchronization of all sensor measurements. Laser 
distance sensors installed at the steering rods close to each 
control surface measured the position of aileron, elevator 
and rudder.

A central data acquisition system installed in the equip-
ment bay recorded the sensor measurements with a sample 
rate of 100 Hz. This included also the measurements of the 
SGs and the 64 MEMS sensors installed in the wing glove. 
After each flight the data was downloaded and processed to 
a MATLAB file for further data analysis.

Table 1  Technical data for the glider aircraft Discus-2c

Wing span 18.00 m
Wing area 11.39  m2

Aspect ratio 28.50
Mean aero. chord 0.685 m
Empty weight 280 kg
Gross weight 455 kg
Maneuvering speed  VA 190 km/h
Permitted load factor
limits at  VA −2.65∕ + 5.30 g
Max. Speed  VNE 280 km/h
Stall Speed 75 km/h
Wing glove airfoil
chord length lc 0.902 m
Wing part area Aref ,W1 5.141  m2
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2.2  MEMS pressure sensor

The pressure sensors used in this test were BMP280 [1], 
manufactured by Bosch with a size of 2 mm x 2.5 mm. Fig-
ure 3 shows an example of a MEMS sensor integrated in the 
cavity structure of the wing glove.

The BMP280 is an absolute barometric pressure sensor, 
based on a small piezo-resistive membrane. Data commu-
nication can be established with the onboard SPI/I2 C logic-
interface. For the calibration of the pressure measurements, 
the local sensor temperature is measured onboard. The 
corrected pressure measurement can be determined from 
the raw temperature and pressure measurements, using a 
polynomial function described in [1]. Instead of using a 

common set of factory parameters for this functions, indi-
vidual parameters were determined for each MEMS sensor 
using an own calibration process. All pressure sensors were 
placed in a climate chamber, and different pressure and tem-
perature combinations were tested with a calibrated pressure 
gauge. This resulted in different calibration factors for each 
sensor, optimized for the expected measurement envelope. 
The absolute accuracy of the sensors could be increased 
significantly from 1 hPa to under 20 Pa. The influence of 
acceleration was tested on a rotor test rig as well and showed 
no influence up to 8 g in all axes.

Printed circuit boards (PCBs) were designed with 16 sen-
sors each, two PCBs were read out by one control box. The 
control boxes managed the sensor raw data, performed the 
pressure calculations and sent the data to the data acquisition 
system at a rate of 100 Hz.

2.3  Wing glove

The Discus-2c is primarily used as a reference for survey-
ing the flight performance of other gliders. To prevent the 
aerodynamic shape of this reference glider, a wing glove, 
depicted in Fig. 4 was designed, which could be shoved 
onto the inner wing by unmounting the outer wing with the 
winglet.

The structure of the wing glove is presented in Fig. 5.
It was designed as a 3D-printed construction, reinforced 

with aluminum rips and an outer layer of glass fiber rein-
forced plastic, coated with paint. Inside the 3D-printed parts, 
slots for four PCBs and the cables were designed. Measure-
ment holes of 0.3 mm diameter, were drilled rectangular to 

Fig. 2  Flight test instrumentation of the Discus-2c

Fig. 3  MEMS pressure sensor in the 3D-printed cavity structure
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the surface into the designated cavities for each pressure sen-
sor. After the drilling, the PCBs and the cables were glued 
in and each pressure sensor was tested. Unfortunately due 
to a leaking print structure, nine of the 64 MEMS sensors 
showed corrupted measurements which were discarded dur-
ing the data analysis process.

The airfoil geometry at the mounting position was pre-
cisely measured, so that the wing glove could be slid to the 
position and fixed on the wing with tape without any big 
gaps. The wing glove shape was equivalent to the airfoil at 
the respective wing position. However, to provide enough 
space for the sensor housing, the wing glove is around 10 % 
greater in cross section size. After the test flights, the air-
foil of the mounted wing glove was measured again with a 
3D-scanner, to identify eventual changes due to mounting 
and to verify the position of each sensor cavity. A repeated 
calibration test of the MEMS sensors showed no significant 
changes in measurement accuracy.

2.4  Dynamic test maneuvers

For the investigation and comparison of the flight load 
determination methods based on strain and based on pres-
sure measurements, it was important to perform maneu-
vers with different variations of the aerodynamic forces 

and moments acting on the aircraft wing. The main part 
of the test program consisted of steady maneuvers, such 
as trimmed wings-level horizontal flights and steady turn 
maneuvers with different bank angles. These were used for 
the investigation of steady load conditions presented [13]. 
All maneuvers were performed at different initial speeds 
of 100, 120, 160 km/h.

Another part of the test program were maneuvers with 
dynamically changing loads and unsteady aerodynamic char-
acteristics. Load changes with an Nz < 1 g could be estab-
lished with a Pull-Up Push-Over maneuver. Starting from 
a wings level condition the pilot applied a step input to the 
elevator in nose-up direction. After 2 seconds he applied 
a step input on the elevator in the nose down direction to 
achieve a constant vertical load factor. At a pitch angle of 
−25◦ the pilot applied again a nose-up elevator input with 
constant load factor to return the aircraft to a stabilized hori-
zontal flight condition. This maneuver was also performed 
as a Push-Over Pull-Up, starting with a nose-down elevator 
input. Both flight maneuvers were performed with different 
initial VIAS similar to the steady maneuvers.

To extend the time span with a condition of vertical loads 
smaller than 1 g, a parabolic flight maneuver was performed. 
In this case the pilot started from a wings level flight condi-
tion at VIAS = 160 km/h and performed a nose-down eleva-
tor input to gain speed. At −25◦ pitch attitude he initiated a 
nose up elevator input reaching a point with the maximum 
vertical load factor. After reaching a pitch attitude at around 
+ 25◦ , he started again a nose-down elevator input and tried 
to maintain a constant near zero vertical load factor. The air-
craft was recovered again to a wings-level horizontal flight 
condition.

Stall maneuvers were also an important part of the flight 
test program, because these were of interest for the investiga-
tion of unsteady flow conditions. Starting from a trimmed 
wings-level flight condition at VIAS = 100 km/h the pilot per-
formed a smooth nose up elevator input. A deceleration of 
1 km/h per second was targeted while maintaining a wings-
level condition. At the point of full stick aft condition and 
flow separation i.e. stall, the aircraft was recovered again to 
a horizontal flight condition. During the stall maneuver, the 
vertical load factor remained almost constant at Nz = 1 g, 
while the point of flow separation moves towards the airfoil 
leading edge. At the stall condition, the load factor suddenly 
drops to nearly 0.4 g. Capturing this effect of unsteady aero-
dynamic conditions was of interest for the evaluation of the 
MEMS sensor technology.

A detailed summary of the total flight test program can 
be found in [13]. It should be mentioned that a maximum 
load factor of +4 g and a minimum load factor of −0.4 g 
was achieved with the test maneuvers. This indicated that a 
good coverage of various vertical loads were achieved with 
the designed flight test program.

Fig. 4  The wing glove mounted on the wing of the Discus-2c for 
flight test

Fig. 5  Wing glove structure with position of the PCBs
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3  Methodology

3.1  Data preparation

The sensor measurements collected during the flight test 
program were segmented into different maneuver time 
slices. A data compatibility check (DCC) was performed 
on the air data and IMU measurements [5]. Results of 
the DCC were used to identify errors or malfunctions in 
the aircraft sensors. If necessary, models for the correc-
tion of the sensor measurements were identified. Before 
each flight a reference condition was established, where 
the aircraft was leveled on ground with � = � = 0◦ in a 
standstill position. Pressure measurements recorded dur-
ing this condition were used to identify and correct offsets 
in the static and dynamic pressure sensors of the 5-hole 
probe as well as the MEMS pressure sensors. The leveled 
1-g condition on ground was also used as a reference for 
the SG measurements because in this case the structure 
is only loaded with its own weight. The application of the 
detected offset is explained in detail in Sect. 3.2.

3.2  Determination of aerodynamic wing shear 
forces from SG measurements

For the comparison of the two load measurement techniques, 
the shear force Fz,W1 caused by aerodynamic loads and meas-
ured at the RH wing load station No. 1 was defined as a 
common benchmark figure. Figure 6 describes the shear 
force location and its definition. It shows the location of the 
reference coordinate system, centered at the aircraft plane 
of symmetry and the wing root.

The aerodynamic shear force can be regarded as point 
load, acting on the center of lift of the RH wing part and 
pointing downward in the z-direction. The center of lift 
changes, however, depending on the wing deformation and 
the aerodynamic flow conditions. For this reason a simpli-
fication has been made in the following considerations: as 
depicted in Fig. 6, the center of gravity of the RH wing part 
CGW1 is used as reference point for the measured shear force.

The shear force at the RH load station No. 1 was calcu-
lated from the strain measured by the SGs using the load 
equations from the calibration process [12]. For the deter-
mination of the shear force Fz,SG,W1 , caused only by the aero-
dynamic lift surface load, depicted in Fig. 6, it is necessary 
to subtract the inertial and weight forces from the measured 

Fig. 6  Definition and location of the RH wing aerodynamic shear force
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one. This calculation was performed by applying the fol-
lowing equation:

Here Fz,SG,W1 is the aerodynamic shear force determined with 
the SGs, Fz,SG,W1,m is the actual SG measurement, Fz,SG,W1,ref  
the measured weight force at the standstill reference condi-
tion. The last term of the equation is the inertial force cal-
culated from the wing part mass mW1 and the acceleration 
az,CGW1

 at the position of the wing part CG. The acceleration 
az,CGW1

 was calculated from the IMU measurements and the 
relative position between the wing part CG and the IMU 
location. The normal acceleration is added, because the IMU 
measurement already contains a 1 g earth acceleration com-
ponent but with a negative sign.

3.3  Determination of aerodynamic wing shear 
forces from pressure distributions

Each MEMS sensor integrated in the wing glove measures 
the local absolute air pressure on the surface. The aerody-
namic shear force for the RH wing part is determined from 
the pressure distribution of the upper and lower wing glove 
surface. For each MEMS sensor the local dimensionless 
pressure coefficient cp was calculated with the following 
equation:

where pMEMS,m is the pressure measurement of the individual 
MEMS sensor at the corresponding location on the wing 
glove, ps,NB,cor is the static and pd,NB,cor is the dynamic air 
pressure measured with the 5-hole probe. In a next step, 
the dimensionless shear force coefficient Cz was determined 
by integrating the difference between the upper and lower 
pressure distribution over the normalized airfoil length xc 
according to Eq. 3.

The shear force Fz,MEMS,W1 acting on the RH wing part for 
the corresponding load section No. 1 was calculated with 
Eq. 4 from the dynamic pressure pd,NB,cor , the dimension-
less shear force coefficient Cz and the reference area for the 
corresponding wing part Aref ,W1:

(1)

Fz,SG,W1 = Fz,SG,W1,m
⏟⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏟

SG Measurement

− Fz,SG,W1,ref

⏟⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏟
Weight Force at Ref. Cond.

− mW1 ⋅ (az,CGW1
+ g)

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
Inertial Force

(2)
cp =

plocal − p0

1

2
�V2

0

=
pMEMS,m

pd,NB,cor
−

ps,NB,cor

pd,NB,cor
,

(3)Cz = ∫
1

0

cp,up(dxc) − cp,lo(dxc) dxc

The reference area used in Eq. 4 was estimated from the 
wing geometry data and considers only the RH wing part for 
load station No. 1 as shown in Fig. 6. It is listed in Table 1 
and considers only the wing area where the SG load station 
was calibrated for. The calculation of the shear force with 
Eq. 4 assumes that the local coefficient Cz and the measured 
pressure distribution is constant along the wing part. This is 
a simplification neglecting changes in the airfoil shape and 
the Reynolds number as well as local effects of flexibility 
and unsteady aerodynamics.

Prerequisite for an exact calculation of the shear force is a 
determination of the pressure curves on the upper and lower 
side of the airfoil as accurately as possible from the indi-
vidual MEMS pressure measurements. Due to the limited 
number of MEMS sensors and available installation space in 
the wing glove, it was not possible to distribute the sensors 
equally along the airfoil. No sensors were available in the 
middle and the trailing edge of the airfoil. This was aggra-
vated by the fact that some sensors in the rear area showed 
corrupted measurements during an installation check. For 
this reason, a data processing method was developed to han-
dle and mitigate the effects of missing pressure information.

An example for the pressure distributions determined 
from the MEMS measurements for a trimmed wings-level 
flight maneuver is shown in Fig. 7.

The pressure coefficients calculated for each MEMS sen-
sor with Eq. 2 were averaged over the steady time section 
of the maneuver. They are shown in the diagram for the 
respective upper and lower wing glove surface as black and 
white triangles. For each pressure coefficient derived from 
the MEMS measurements the standard deviation is pre-
sented as an error bar around the triangle. In the presented 
example analysis of a steady maneuver of 18 s, the error bars 
corresponded to a variation of nearly ± 50 Pa in the MEMS 
measurements. The pressure distribution for the upper and 
lower wing glove surface was calculated in a step-by-step 
procedure: 

1. The aerodynamic flow analysis program XFOIL [2] was 
used to generate supporting points in areas not covered 
by measurements. The standard XFOIL setup was used 
with the wing glove airfoil geometry and the Reynolds 
number was calculated from the measured data. Using a 
linear regression method, the XFOIL pressure distribu-
tion was adapted to the MEMS pressure measurements 
with the airfoil angle of attack �opt as optimizing input 
parameter. The local AoA at the wing glove position 
differs from the AoA measured with the nose boom 
because of downwash effects of the three-dimensional 
wing and influences of the fuselage [10]. For this rea-
son, a correction by determining the �opt for the XFOIl 

(4)Fz,MEMS,W1 = pd,NB,cor ⋅ Cz ⋅ Aref ,W1
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calculation was necessary. Even if the input parameter 
�opt was optimized, XFOIL can hardly predict pressure 
distributions at high AoA with separated flow. In Fig. 7 
the optimized pressure distribution by XFOIL is repre-
sented by a solid blue line. The supporting points are 
indicated by red crosses in the mid and rear parts of the 
airfoil.

2. The MEMS pressure measurements, the supporting 
points and a stagnation point at the airfoil leading edge 
were used in a polynomial fitting method of the 12th 
order for the generation of the surface pressure distribu-
tions. Figure 7 shows the results of this fitting method 
as black dashed line for the upper and as black dashed 
dotted line for the lower airfoil surface.

Equations 3 and 4 were applied to the pressure distribu-
tions. The results for the calculated shear forces using the 
polynomial fitting method (FZ_MEMS) and the optimized 
XFOIL model calculation (FZ_XFOIL) are shown in the 
blue box of the figure. It contains also the shear force 
measured by the SGs being calculated with Eq. 1.

More details about the calculation of the pressure 
distributions and a comparison of both methods can be 
found in [13]. For the analysis of steady load conditions 
like the trimmed horizontal flight and the constant turn 
maneuvers, the data processing method was performed on 
the total averaged measurements of one maneuver time 
slice. Depending on the duration of the steady conditions, 
the maneuver time slice had a duration of 5 to 20 s with 
a sampling rate of 100 Hz. However, for the analysis of 
the dynamic flight maneuvers the measurements were 
averaged to data points of 20 Hz. For each data point, 

the step-by-step calculation process as described was 
performed.

The evaluation of the shear force based on the opti-
mized XFOIL calculation was not considered for the anal-
ysis of the dynamic flight maneuvers, because the model 
is not able to reproduce realistic aerodynamic flow condi-
tions during high angles of attack. This leads to high inac-
curacies in the calculated pressure distributions especially 
in the leading edge parts of the airfoil [13]. Unsteady flow 
conditions like e.g. a beginning flow separation during 
stall can not be determined accurately. For this reason, 
the XFOIL model is only used to calculate the supporting 
points and only the polynomial fitting method is consid-
ered for the calculation of the shear force.

4  Results and discussion

In the following sections, the results of three dynamic 
flight maneuvers are presented and discussed. The pressure 
measurement technology based on MEMS sensors is eval-
uated under two aspects: First, the comparison between the 
shear force determined with the pressure measurements 
and the one determined with the SGs. Second, the aero-
dynamic characteristics which can be detected with the 
pressure sensors based on MEMS. For this reason events 
within the maneuver time histories were selected, where 
the determined pressure distributions are presented. The 
first event is the initial condition of the maneuver, the oth-
ers are selected points with extreme values of AoA or the 
vertical load factor Nz.

Fig. 7  Pressure distributions 
determined from MEMS 
measurements and an optimized 
XFOIL model calculation for 
a trimmed wings-level flight 
condition
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4.1  Pull‑up push‑over maneuver

As already explained in Sect. 2, the Pull-Up Push-Over 
maneuver consists of a dynamic load change caused by an 
elevator nose up command, followed by a nose down input, 
when an attitude angle of 25◦ is reached. The time series 
plots in Fig. 8 show the flight data for this flight maneuver.

The first diagram shows the flight velocity VIAS , which is 
followed by line plots for the AoA, the pitch and roll attitude 
angles, and the vertical load factor Nz . In the last diagram of 
the figure, time series plots for the shear forces determined 
with Eqs. 1 and 4 are shown. Red dashed lines labeled with 
numbers indicate the events at which plots with the meas-
ured pressure distributions were evaluated in more detail. 
The respective pressure distribution curves are presented 
in Fig. 9.

In the diagrams, the MEMS pressure measurements for 
the upper wing glove surface are shown as black triangles 
and as white triangles for the lower surface. A black dashed 
and a black dashed-dotted line shows the pressure distribu-
tion curve for the respective upper and lower wing glove 
surface. Both pressure distribution curves were determined 
with the polynomial fitting method, described in Sect. 3. Red 
crosses indicate the supporting points determined with the 
optimized XFOIL model calculation. The error bars around 
the respective triangles indicated the standard deviation of 

the averaged measurement values to 20 Hz and allow an 
evaluation of the measurement variation. In the blue box 
the numeric values for the shear force measured by the SGs 
and the one determined from the MEMS pressure measure-
ments are shown.

Time point No. 1 marks the beginning of the flight 
maneuver, which is a trimmed wings-level condition with 
a VIAS of 155 km/h and vertical load factor NZ of 1 g. Fig-
ure 9 shows a typical pressure distribution for this flight 
situation. Considering the absolute numeric values, the 
shear force determined from the MEMS pressure sensors is 
nearly 100 N greater than the one measured with the SGs. 
As the pilot pulls the elevator, the aircraft starts to rotate to 
a nose up flight attitude. It reaches a point with the maxi-
mum AoA of 3 ◦ , labeled with the time point No. 2 and a 
vertical load factor Nz of nearly 1.8 g. The respective pres-
sure distribution shows a greater difference in the pressure 
coefficients between the upper and lower airfoil surface, 
when compared to the initial situation. In absolute terms, 
the shear forces are greater than the ones for the trimmed 
horizontal flight. However, the one measured by the SGs is 
nearly 240 N greater than the shear force determined with 
the MEMS pressure sensors. Having reached the maxi-
mum pitch angle, the pilot initializes a nose-down eleva-
tor input, resulting in a vertical load factor Nz of nearly 
zero, labeled as event No. 3. The shear force measured by 

Fig. 8  Flight data measurements from a pull-up push-over maneuver
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the SGs is only −46 N, whereas the one determined with 
the MEMS is almost 300 N lower. When compared to the 
other diagrams, there is a major difference in the pressure 
distribution for this flight situation. In the area around the 
leading edge the bottom surface pressure coefficients are 
lower than the ones for the upper surface. At the normal-
ized chord length of 0.2 this pressure distribution changes 
again to the opposite side with higher pressure coefficients 
for the bottom airfoil surface. This pressure distribution 
is characterized by negative AoA of nearly −1◦ . Having 
reached a nose down pitch attitude angle of nearly −30◦ , 
the aircraft is stabilized again to a horizontal flight condi-
tion with a nose-up input to the elevator. Although this is 
not part of the typical Pull-Up Push-Over maneuver, the 
event is presented in Fig. 8 as event No. 4, because the 
maximum vertical load factor Nz of nearly 2.5 g is reached 
here. The respective pressure distribution is very similar in 
terms of values and shape to the one shown for time point 
No. 2, however, the absolute shear forces are much higher. 
This is caused by a higher flight velocity for time point 
No. 4, which is nearly 185 km/h compared to 140 km/h at 
time point No. 2. There is a difference of more than 500 
N in the shear forces determined by the SGs and the one 
determined from the MEMS pressure measurements.

4.2  Parabolic flight maneuver

The flight data measurements gathered during the Parabolic 
Flight test maneuver are presented in Fig. 10. Significant 
events were marked with numbers and the respective pres-
sure distributions can be seen in Fig. 11.

This maneuver is similar to the pull-up push-over con-
cerning the longitudinal motion, it however demonstrates the 
repeatability of the examined measurement methods. The 
maneuver starts with a trimmed horizontal flight condition 
marked with the event No. 1 and a speed of 155 km/h VIAS , 
the respective diagram in Fig. 11 shows the typical pressure 
distribution for this initial 1 g flight condition. In the fol-
lowing the pilot initializes a nose-down dive, resulting in 
an increase in airspeed, a vertical load factor Nz near zero 
and a negative AoA. This part of the maneuver is marked 
with the No. 2 in the flight data plots. In the airfoil leading 
edge area, the MEMS pressure measurements of the bottom 
surface show lower pressure coefficients than the ones for 
the upper surface. At a position of 0.2 normalized chord 
length the pressure curves swap, having lower pressure coef-
ficients on the upper surface. The flight maneuver continues 
with a elevator nose-up input, reaching the point with the 
highest AoA of nearly 4 ◦ . This point is labeled with No. 3 

Fig. 9  Pressure distribution curves determined with MEMS pressure sensor measurements for specific points in time during the Pull-Up Push-
Over maneuver
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Fig. 10  Flight data measurements from Parabolic Flight test maneuver

Fig. 11  Pressure distribution curves determined with MEMS pressure sensor measurements for specific points in time during the Parabolic 
Flight test maneuver
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and features a high vertical load factor of Nz = 3.5 g. The 
respective pressure distribution in Fig. 11 shows are large 
difference between the pressure coefficients of the upper and 
lower wing glove surface, indicating a high aerodynamic 
load. Having reached a 35◦ pitch angle, the pilot initializes 
a nose-down dive, where the vertical load factor becomes 
negative. This flight situation causes shear forces in the posi-
tive direction and is labeled with the event No. 4. The shear 
forces determined for this maneuver with the SG and from 
the pressure distributions show differences of similar quan-
tity like in the Pull-Up Push Over maneuver. Their time his-
tory plots presented in Fig. 10 show that they have however 
a corresponding progression.

4.3  Shear Forces during Maneuvers with Dynamic 
Load Changes

The discrepancy between the shear forces for both presented 
flight maneuvers with dynamic load changes is analyzed in 
more detail and shown in Fig. 12.

The diagram contains the measured shear force val-
ues from the Pull-Up Push-Over and the Parabolic Flight 
maneuver, marked with red circles for the SG and with 
blue crosses for the MEMS pressure sensor method. A 
linear fitting of the data points was performed and is pre-
sent respectively as red dashed dotted and a blue dashed 
line plots. In the diagram legend the regression equations 
for both linear fittings are shown. Both shear force meas-
urements show a nearly linear dependency on the vertical 
load factor. The shear forces determined from the MEMS 

pressure measurements however have a larger scattering 
and a higher standard error than the ones determined with 
the SGs. This is indicated by standard errors and the R2 
values, presented near the regression equations. When 
comparing the regression equations from both load meas-
urement methods, the one based on the MEMS pressure 
measurements has a significant offset of -362.6 N, whereas 
the SGs have an offset of +17.4 N. The slope of the regres-
sion equation for the SGs is steeper than the one for the 
MEMS pressure sensor technique. This discrepancy in the 
shear force measurements is mainly caused by the error 
made by extrapolating the pressure distribution around the 
wing glove on the total RH wing span. Two effects are 
neglected with this assumption:

• Wing torsion and bending leads to different local AoAs 
along the wing span, causing different pressure distribu-
tions and local aerodynamic loads.

• Unsteady aerodynamic flow conditions along the wing 
span, occurring during highly dynamic flight maneuvers, 
are not captured with a single instrumented wing section.

A mitigation of this extrapolation error would be to 
increase the number instrumented wing chords along the 
span. That way the local resolution of the pressure meas-
urements could be increased, capturing local differences 
in the pressure distributions. Despite the simple test setup 
used in this study, the shear forces derived from the pres-
sure distributions show a good qualitative agreement with 
the shear forces determined with the SGs.

Fig. 12  Shear forces deter-
mined from the SG and MEMS 
pressure measurements vs. the 
vertical load factor for the Pull-
Up Push-Over and the Parabolic 
Flight maneuver
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4.4  Stall

Stalling the aircraft is a typical flight test maneuver for 
evaluating the aircraft aerodynamic performance. The Dis-
cus-2c has good-natured stall characteristic, even with the 
stick fully pulled, it remains in a stable gliding condition for 
a long time. Although the speed is constantly decreasing 
during the stall maneuver, the vertical load factor remains 
nearly constant at 1 g until the point of total flow separa-
tion. Figure 13 shows selected flight test parameters for this 
maneuver, the respective pressure distributions are presented 
in the diagrams of Fig. 14.

Highlighted with the event No. 1 in the flight data plots, 
the stall maneuver starts with a trimmed wings-level flight 
condition and speed of 105 km/h VIAS . The respective pres-
sure distribution is typical for a 1-g flight condition and very 
similar for the initial characteristics of the other two pre-
sented flight test maneuvers. The AoA increases during the 
maneuver until the inflow reaches a highly unsteady state, 
presented in the diagram for event No. 2. The differences in 
the pressure gradients on the upper and lower wing surface 
have increased extremely, compared to those in the initial 
situation. This point is also characterized by the beginning 
of increasing noise in the measurements of vertical load fac-
tor and the wing shear forces. The diagram for the pressure 

distribution around the airfoil shows the typical signs for 
the beginning of flow separation at the wing trailing edge:

• The pressure curve on the upper side shows a steep pres-
sure change, starting with a value of −2.5 near the leading 
edge to almost zero at the trailing edge.

• Several pressure coefficients at the trailing edge show a 
high variation, indicated by the large error bars. Large 
fluctuations in the local pressures lead to a high variation 
of the pMEMS,m

pd,NB,cor
 component in Eq. 2, causing this unsteady 

behavior. This is a sign for the beginning of flow separa-
tion.

The differences between the pressures on the upper and 
lower wing surface increase further, just shortly before the 
total collapse of flow conditions at the trailing edge. This 
condition is labeled with the No. 3 in the flight data plots. In 
the according pressure distribution diagram, the last seven 
MEMS pressure sensors show large error bars, a sign for 
a highly unsteady flow condition at the trailing edge. The 
point where the flow is detaching is clearly recognizable in 
a sharp increase of the error bar size of the MEMS pressure 
measurements.

Events No. 2 and 3 in Fig. 14 show also a significant 
divergence from the smooth progression in the mid-region 

Fig. 13  Flight data measurements from a Stall flight maneuver
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of the upper-pressure curve. This divergence results from a 
wrong interpolation of the supporting points, marked with 
the red crosses. As already mentioned these supporting 
points were calculated with an optimized XFOIL model. 
At high AoA however, this model tends to overestimate the 
pressure coefficients and does not represent the flow char-
acteristics adequately for this flow condition. Installing 
more sensors in these affected wing parts would improve 
the pressure curve interpolation, because the supporting 
points could be replaced with real measurements.

Concerning the absolute shear forces determined for 
this condition, the one measured with the SGs is around 
150 N smaller than the shear force determined with the 
MEMS sensors. One reason for this difference could be, 
that the local effects on the wing can not be captured with 
a single pressure belt on the inner wing. At high AoA’s 
the outer wing has a different lift distribution due to dif-
ferent airfoil profiles and Reynolds numbers. Also the flow 
may start to separate at the outer parts of the wing, result-
ing in less local aerodynamic lift. This characteristic is 
measured by the SGs, but not by a single pressure belt, 
measuring only the local pressure distribution at one sec-
tion of the inner wing. Another reason for the difference 
in the shear forces could be a wrong interpolation of the 
pressure distribution curves. This concerns especially the 

already mentioned supporting points in the mid-region of 
the upper wing profile.

At event No. 4, the vertical load factor reaches a value 
near zero. In the respective pressure distribution diagram the 
MEMS measurements show that the flow is again attached 
to the surface and has a similar characteristic like in the dia-
grams for the initial condition. The speed is increasing and 
the aircraft is recovered back to a horizontal flight condition.

5  Conclusion and outlook

The use of MEMS pressure sensors for the measurement 
of dynamic flight loads was investigated. Test maneuvers 
with dynamically changing aerodynamic loads were per-
formed with the research glider aircraft Discus-2c. The air-
craft was equipped with calibrated strain gauges, installed 
at dedicated load stations on the aircraft structure. A wing 
glove with 64 MEMS pressure sensors was designed for the 
measurement of the pressure distributions around the wing. 
The shear force on the RH wing was determined from the 
strain gauge measurements and the pressure distributions. 
Additional flight data was provided by an inertial reference 
platform and a 5-hole probe installed in front of the aircraft 
nose. The measured pressure distributions were evaluated 

Fig. 14  Pressure distribution curves determined with MEMS pressure sensor measurements for specific points in time during the stall test 
maneuver
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for maneuvers with dynamically changing flight loads and 
a stall maneuver. A comparison of the shear force based on 
the strain gauge and based on the MEMS pressure sensor 
measurements was performed and analyzed.

The installed MEMS pressure sensors allow to examine 
the flow characteristic around the wing. They were able to 
measure the pressure distribution adequately, even in situ-
ations with unsteady dynamics. During the stall maneuver 
the MEMS pressure sensors were able to detect the point 
of flow separation. The in-flight detection of this point and 
its location on the wing airfoil play an important role for 
the evaluation of the overall aerodynamic performance. A 
better understanding of the local flow conditions could help 
to improve the design of critical structural components e.g. 
areas with flow interference or high aerodynamic loads.

Concerning the shear forces, the MEMS pressure sensor 
measurement method shows significant deviations during the 
dynamic load changes, especially in regions where Nz < 1.0 
and Nz > 2.0. This deviation is attributed to the extrapolation 
of the wing glove pressure distribution along the total RH 
wing span. Wing flexibility and unsteady effects causing dif-
ferent local AoAs along the wing span were neglected with 
this experimental setup. The instrumentation of several wing 
sections with MEMS sensors will improve the measurement 
resolution on the wing. For a better determination of the 
pressure distribution around the airfoil it is also necessary to 
increase the number of sensors in the mid and trailing edge 
region. An improvement of the local resolution of the pres-
sure measurements would make the calculation of support 
points obsolete.

It should be mentioned that the used measuring system is 
still an experimental prototype and the pressure distribution 
was only measured on a single wing cross-section. Differ-
ences between the calibrated strain gauges and the MEMS 
pressure sensors were, therefore, to be expected. Despite this 
simplified setup, the measured time histories of the shear 
forces, determined with both measurement methods, are not 
too far apart and show a good qualitative agreement. Besides 
the load determination, the MEMS pressure sensor technol-
ogy has also the advantage to measure directly the aerody-
namic characteristic of the structural component. Further 
research on the MEMS pressure sensors will concentrate on 
solutions for increasing the number of sensors in wing parts 
in the rear area of the wing and the design of pressure belts 
based on MEMS for the instrumentation of several wing sec-
tions. In the DLR project HighFly it is planned to perform 
flight tests with MEMS pressure sensors on the new DLR 
research aircraft Dassault Falcon 2000LX ISTAR. The per-
formance of the MEMS sensors will be evaluated in higher 
altitudes and in the transonic speed range.
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